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clients and the public

AI in business
Reduce customer churn through real-time offers that meet individual needs
Present more relevant promotions to unique customers instead of by segment
Use natural language processing, intent signals, and predictive analytics to get to next best
actions fast

Predict which accounts are most likely to influence and buy, allowing sales teams to focus their
efforts

https://www.pega.com/system/files/resources/2018-05/AI-in-Business.pdf

Content
Data-based marketing: strategy development, data acquisition
ML problems in data-driven marketing
ML methods:
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦

Probabilistic classification, e.g., Naïve Bayes
Decision trees, random and boosted trees
Adaptive modeling
Exploration with Thompson sampling
Bias detection

Open discussion

“The art of telling stories so enthralling that people lose track
of their wallets”
Computational marketing is an emerging field that uses the
power of computing to assist with marketing strategies

Marketing

◦ Information Retrieval – In a commercial sense, the easier a
customer can find what they want, the more likely they are to
buy it.
◦ Machine Learning – teaching machines to learn things from their
environment. Pick up on patterns of customer behavior and offer
relevant online experiences.
◦ Optimization – The goal of optimization is for your website to be
easy to use and easy to find for the largest number of people.
◦ Microeconomics – Microeconomics is the study of the economy
on a small scale. It is concerned with the way individuals make
choices about what to buy.
Computational advertising tries to connect personalized marketing
messages with individual shoppers.

Digital marketing
Utilizes Internet, digital channels and online platforms to
promote products and services
Long-term: builds on businesses collecting information about
an Internet user's online activities
Two-way: consumers interact with the brand and its
messages

Who do you think knows you best?
1.

My colleagues (co-workers/classmates)

#Likes

Predicted personal traits

2.

My friends

> 10

Better than co-workers

3.

My parents (mom/dad)

>70

Better than friends

4.

My partner
(wife/husband/boyfriend/girlfriend)

>150

Better than parents

>300

Better than partner

5.

My social network

Source: Private traits and attributes are predictable
from digital records of human behavior, Michal
Kosinski, David Stillwell, and Thore Graepe

Personal feature prediction based on your
likes

Private traits and
attributes are
predictable from
digital records of
human behavior
Probability of correctly
classifying two
randomly selected users

Area Under Curve (AUC)
A receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve is a graphical plot that illustrates the diagnostic ability of
a binary classifier system as its discrimination threshold is varied.
The ROC curve is created by plotting the true positive rate (sensitivity, recall, probability of detection) against
the false positive rate (1-specificity, probability of false alarm) at various threshold settings.

Pearson correlation coefficient
A statistic that measures linear correlation between two random variables X and Y
𝜌𝑋,𝑌 =

𝑐𝑜𝑣 𝑋,𝑌
𝜎𝑋 𝜎𝑦

, 𝑐𝑜𝑣 – covariance, 𝜎 – standard deviation

𝑐𝑜𝑣 𝑋, 𝑌 = 𝔼[ 𝑋 − 𝜇𝑋

𝑌 − 𝜇𝑌 , 𝔼 – expectation, 𝜇𝑋 - mean value

Predict customer behavior
Let’s focus on offer acceptance…

Given a set of eligible propositions 𝑃1 , 𝑃2 , … 𝑃𝑛 , we decide (with the
help of predictive analytics) to offer one or several propositions to a
customer or a group of customers.
What is the probability that our offer will be accepted? How to
increase it? How to measure if our strategy is working?
And follow up…
Who is likely to accept offer 𝑃𝑖 ?
Do we have right propositions for all our customers? Who is not
responding to offers?
What happens if trends change?

Customized advertising
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Designing a marketing strategy

Engagement policy

Company A wants to promote product P to its customers… not all of them… and not constantly
Policy

Description

Examples

Constraints

Interaction limits and suppression policies

One email per week, two SMS per
month

Eligibility

Criteria which the customer must fulfill in
order to qualify for the action

Age > 18, gender = female,
country=Japan,…

Applicability

Criteria which determine if this action is
appropriate (at this moment in time)

Discount for loyal customers, mortgage

Suitability

Criteria which must be true for the action to
be in the best interest of the customer

Credit card offer may not be appropriate
for a customer with unpaid debt

Contact policy

When and for how long to promote

Suppress action after sending N
messages

Success rate of an online ad
CLICK THROUGH RATE (CTR)
The CTR compares the number of times an ad is clicked
on with the number of times it is displayed.
Figure: data collected in a 2011 study that compared
the CTR of Google with Bing.
Using the same keywords measure the percentage of
times that the first entry in a search page was clicked
on, and then the second and so forth.
The chart illustrates that Google has a much higher
click through rate than Bing, suggesting that they are
returning more relevant results to their users.
Google is winning the battle of computational
marketing.

GOOGLE VS BING

Basics of supervised learning
Prediction 𝑦𝑖 is made from input 𝑥𝑖 .
E.g., assuming linear model 𝑦ෝ𝑖 = σ𝑗 Θ𝑗𝑥𝑖𝑗 , find parameters Θ optimizing an objective function.
Objective function: obj Θ = 𝐿 Θ + Ω Θ (training loss + regularization)

Training loss measures how predictive the model is, e.g., Mean Squared Error (MSE)
𝐿 Θ = σ𝑖(𝑦𝑖 − 𝑦ෝ𝑖)2
Logistic loss: 𝐿 Θ = σ𝑖(𝑦𝑖 𝑙𝑛 1 + 𝑒 −𝑦ෝ𝑖 + (1 − 𝑦𝑖 )𝑙𝑛(1 + 𝑒 𝑦ෝ𝑖 ))

Classification vs clustering

The propensity theory of probability is an interpretation of the concept
of probability.

Propensity
modelling

Probability = a physical propensity (disposition, tendency) of a given type of physical
situation to yield an outcome of a certain kind.
◦ Propensity to Buy
◦ Propensity to Churn
◦ Propensity to Unsubscribe…

Long run relative frequency of such an outcome
You might have heard about:
probability scoring
best-next-action modelling
continuous scoring algorithms

Studies can be compromised by underlying factors that impact group selection and
lead to potentially biased results
Randomized controlled trials (RCTs), eliminate selection bias, measure campaign
effect
Δ = 𝔼 𝑌1 − 𝑌0 = 𝔼(𝑌1 ) – 𝔼(𝑌0)

algorithmic attribution

lookalike modelling

Read for inspiration:

predictive analytics

Evaluating Online Ad Campaigns in a Pipeline: Causal Models At Scale

customer behavior scoring
propensity score matching

Assessing the Consumers’ Propensity for Online Shopping: A Demographic
Perspective

Propensity + lookalike modelling
Assign a propensity score to each customer (e.g., website visitor).
This indicates how likely they are to convert (register or subscribe)
or to leave/churn.
The scores are assigned in real-time based on the user’s behavior.
With this insight, we can create targeted campaigns that improve
user’s engagement and lead to better conversion rates.

Probabilistic classifiers
Naive Bayes - one of the easiest classification algorithms
Given some set of possible classes (e.g. child, adult, senior), we use the patterns inside those classes to label some new, u nclassified
data.
Count how often each variable’s distinct values occur for each class
Prior probability for each class: count instances of each class and divide by the total of all instances
Naive Bayes makes use of Bayes’ Theorem but assumes that all variables in the model are independent of each other.

𝑃𝐴𝐵 =

𝑃 𝐵 𝐴 𝑃(𝐴)
𝑃(𝐵)

Pick the hypothesis that is most probable; this is known as the maximum a posteriori or MAP decision rule.

Naïve bias
Class

Visited
Other Dept

Did Not Visit Mobile
Other Dept device

Desktop

Total

Browser

200

0

75

125

200

Easy Sale

150

200

250

100

350

Big Sale

60

60

0

120

120

What’s the prior (i.e. overall) probability of the customer being a “Browser”?
◦ 200 / (200 + 350 + 120) = 200 / 670 = 29.8507%

What’s the prior probability of the customer being a “Big Sale”?
◦ 120 / (200 + 350 + 120) = 120 / 670 = 17.9104%

What’s the probability that the customer visited another department given that they are an “Easy Sale” customer?
◦ P(Visited Other | Easy Sale) = 150 / (150 + 200) = 150 / 350 = 42.8571%

What’s the probability that the customer uses desktop computer given that they are a “Big Sale” customer?
◦ P(Did Not Come Alone | Big Sale) = 120 / (0 + 120) = 100%

Predict type of new customer
Class

Visited Other
Dept (%)

Did Not Visit
Other Dept (%)

Mobile (%)

Desktop (%)

Total (%)

Browser

100.00

0.00

37.50

62.50

29.85

Easy Sale

42.85

57.14

71.42

28.57

52.24

Big Sale

50.00

50.00

0.00

100.00

17.91

A customer uses a cell phone and visited another department.
x = Visited Other Department, Mobile
P(Browser | x) = P(Browser) *P (Visited Other Department | Browser) * P(Mobile| Browser) = 0.1119
P(Easy Sale | x) = 0.159916
P(Big Sale | x) = 0.000000

Laplace (additive) Smoothing
Class

Visited
Other Dept

Did Not Visit
Other Dept Mobile

Desktop

Total

Browser

201

1

76

126

204

Easy Sale

151

201

251

101

351

Big Sale

61

61

1

121

124

Add 1 to each category to avoid class dismissal
𝑄𝑖 =

𝑄𝑖 +𝛼
,𝑖
𝑁+ 𝛼𝑑

= 1, … , 𝑑 , 𝑥 = 𝑥1 , 𝑥2 , … 𝑥𝑑

Decision trees

NB: if the independent assumption does
not hold then performance is very low.

Find the best split

Classification and Regression Tree (CART)
Best split evaluation loop

Gain

Favors larger partitions.

Favors splits with small counts but many unique values.

Uses squared proportion of classes.

Weights probability of class by log(base=2) of the class
probability

Perfectly classified, Gini Index would be zero.
Evenly distributed would be 1 – (1/# Classes).
Good split has a low Gini Index.

A smaller value of Entropy is better. That makes the
difference between the parent node’s entropy larger.
Information Gain is the Entropy of the parent node
minus the entropy of the child nodes.

Bucketing or discrete binning
The original data values which fall into a given small interval, a bin, are replaced by a value
representative of that interval, often the central value.

Equal-width binning

Quantile-based binning

Quantile-based binning

(−∞,Q1), (Q1,Q2), (Q2,Q3), and (Q3,+∞).
Quantiles are cut points dividing the range of a probability distribution into continuous intervals with equal probabilities

Attribute Ai- is it ordinal or nominal?
Features (attributes, variables, predictors, columns…)
- Data Types (Boolean, String, int, double,…)
- Data Science Data Types
Example:
Value set {Amsterdam, London, New York, Shanghai,…+50k others}
Enumerate {1 : Amsterdam, 2 : London, 3 : New York, 4 : Shanghai,…}
Nominal: 1(Amsterdam) ≠ 2(London)…
Ordinal: Amsterdam ≤ London ≤ New York ≤ Shanghai
Splits:
1.
2.

(x = London) vs ((x ≠ London) = {Amsterdam, New York, Shanghai}),
((x ≤ London) = {Amsterdam, London}) vs ((x > London) = {New York, Shanghai})

Traditional vs class-uniform (supervised)
clustering

Explainable supervised clustering
Who survived in Titanic disaster?
First class passengers
◦ 61% of passengers in the first class survived
◦ 42% in the second
◦ 24% in the third

Female passengers
◦ 75% of female passengers
◦ 20% of male passengers

Female crew members
◦ 87% of female crew members evacuated

Let’s classify passengers…
F-0.5

Nodes = clusters of “similar” passengers
F-0.33

Larger groups,
low accuracy

Smaller groups,
higher accuracy

Selecting best nodes (=clusters)
Split until dataset purity cannot be further improved or any of the early pruning conditions (tree
depth, minimal impurity decrease, etc.) are satisfied
Split improves classification accuracy but contributes to a larger set of conditions and longer paths,
and each node covers a smaller portion of the dataset
𝐹𝛽 = 1 + 𝛽 2
𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 =

𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 +𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙

,

𝛽2 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛+𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙
𝑡𝑝
𝑡𝑝
𝑡𝑝+𝑓𝑝

, 𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙 =

𝑡𝑝+𝑓𝑛

tp (true positives) – number of correctly classified in the node
fp (false-positives) – number of wrongly classified in the node
fn (false-negatives) – number of positives not in the node
𝛽 – parameter: recall is 𝛽 times more important than precision,
i.e. user preference for purity vs group size of data in the target
class

Ranking nodes
Node

Gini

Size

Precision

Recall

F-1

F-0.5

1

0.3828

314

0.7420

0.68128

0.71037

0.7290

2

0.0907

168

0.9523

0.46784

0.62745

0.7889

3

0.1002

170

0.94706

0.47076

0.62891

0.7876

4

0.0832

23

0.95652

0.06433

0.12054

0.2534

5

0.4839

117

0.5897

0.20175

0.30065

0.4259

6

0.4925

41

0.5610

0.06725

0.12010

0.2272

Back to marketing…
Describe customers with low propensity so that I can create new propositions (actions) to engage this group
age

workclass

fnlwgt

educatio educatio maritaln
n-num
status

18.97

Self-empnot-inc

188711.5 Somecollege

8.25

45.58

Local-gov

97405.59 HS-grad

10.97

occupati relations race
on
hip

sex

capitalgain

capital-loss hoursperweek

nativecountry

incom outcome
e

Marriedcivspouse

ProfWife
specialty

White

Male

-16330.1

278.59

28.09

UnitedStates

<=50K TRUE

Marriedcivspouse

Otherservice

White

Female

10023.62

636.63

43.98

UnitedStates

>50K

Not-infamily

Group description

…

FALSE

Size (%)

1.

fnlwgt ≤ 285194 & native-country is {Ecuador, El-Salvador, Haiti, Cuba, France, Yugoslavia, Germany, ? (unknown), Poland,
Hungary, Laos, Mexico, Japan, Hong, Vietnam, Peru, England, United-States}

17.8

2.

occupation = Exec-managerial & capital-gain ≤ −75.82 & race = {Amer-Indian-Eskimo, Asian-Pac-Islander, White}

3

capital-loss ≤ 115.42 & education-num ≤ 9.1 & income = “> 50K”

4.2

4.

hours-per-week ≤ 35.12 & marital-status is {Widowed, Married-spouse-absent, Divorced} & relationship = Not-in-family

1.6

5

Best cluster
16.7% vs 17.8% total

C1: education is Some-college AND fnlwgt <= 285194.62 AND native-country is United-States

Second best cluster?
16.7% vs 17.8% total

C2: education is not Some-college

AND occupation is Exec-managerial AND capital-gain <= -81.84

Remove first cluster and do it again
1360 > 1252

3rd cluster… and so on
Remove best node
from tree 2,
retrain...

{Amsterdam, London, New York, Shanghai}
Map to ordinals
{1 : Amsterdam, 2 : London, 3 : New York, 4 : Shanghai}

Categorical data
→ ordinal data
#

City
(Ordinal)

Class

1

1

1

2

2

0

3

3

Ordinal

Category

Class=0

Class=1

1

Amsterdam

0/2=0

2/2=1

2

London

2/2=1

0/2=0

3

New York

0/2=0

2/2=1

4

Shanghai

1/2=0.5

1/2=0.5

x≤2
yes

no

2: 2

1: 3

Amsterdam ≤ London ≤ New York ≤ Shanghai
Reorder
Ordinal

Category

Class=0

Class=1

1

2→1

London

2/2=1

0/2=0

Shanghai

½=0.5

½=0.5

4

4

1

4→2

5

4

0

1→3

Amsterdam

0/2=0

2/2=1

6

3

1

3→4

New York

0/2=0

2/2=1

7

2

0

8

1

1

{1 : London, 2 : Shanghai, 3 : Amsterdam, 4 : New York}
Best split: {Amsterdam, New York} vs {London, Shanghai}

x≤2
yes
3: 1

no
0: 4

Best cluster with symbolic reordering

5796 vs 5445

Titanic

Decision tree overfitting
Limit max depth
Minimal number of rows in a data set
at each branching level
Impurity threshold

Also Titanic…

Min impurity decrease
…

Value system of its own that humans cannot understand.
As with human intuition, it cannot be reverse engineered or explained.
Significant decisions about people’s financial lives without any explanation trail.
(The GDPR would not approve, and neither should your compliance officer)

Decision trees are weak predictors

Number of trees

All possible CARTs

Tree ensembles
Random trees: independent
◦ Bagging, pasting

𝐾

Boosted trees: chained 𝑦ො𝑖 =  𝑓𝑘 𝑥𝑖
𝑘=1

𝑜𝑏𝑗 𝜃 = σ𝑛𝑖 𝑙(𝑦𝑖 , 𝑦ො𝑖 ) + σ𝐾
𝑘=1 Ω(𝑓𝑘 )

Regularization:
punish too complex models

Additive training
We cannot learn all the trees at once.
Use an additive strategy:

◦ fix what we learned at time t-1
◦ add one new tree at time t.

https://xgboost.readthedocs.io/en/latest/tutorials/model.html

If we used Mean Squared Error (MSE) as loss function

Additive training
Taylor expansion* of the loss function up to the second order
*infinite sum of terms that are expressed in terms of the function's derivatives at a single point

Regularization
w - is the vector of scores on leaves,
q - function assigning each data point to the corresponding leaf
T - the number of leaves

Structure score

A way to measure how good a tree is.
Optimize one level of the tree at a time.
Split a leaf into two leaves, and the score it gains

Gain =

σ 𝐺𝐿
2

2

( σ 𝐻 𝐿 + 𝜆)

+

σ 𝐺𝑅
2

2

( σ 𝐻𝑅 +

(σ 𝐺𝐿 + σ 𝐺 𝑅 )2
− σ 𝐻 +σ 𝐻 +𝜆 𝜆)
𝐿
𝑅

𝛾

XGBoost - the algorithm that wins every competition

like the impurity measure in a decision
tree, except that it also takes the model
complexity into account

Data continously arrives in a nonstationary way

Data streams

Potentially infinite sequence of data
Possible changes can occur in the statistical data distribution over time

It is not possible to store all data for future analysis
Memory constraints: each data point is processed and discarded in real time
Models previously trained can become outdated, causing predictive loss
Offline Model:
Batch training, test final model

train

test

Online Model:
Test, train, test, train…

Ideally, a classifier should be able to learn the current concept without
forgetting relevant past information

Online adaptive learning

Binning
Original Data
String

Ordinals
If numeric

110

String

2

String

80

0 to 127

Int
Double
Int
String

Ordinals
If symbolic

-3

-30
-110

-2 to -127

Online binning
Explicit and tunable a-priori guarantees on the precision of the approximation
As small memory footprint as possible
Online single pass
Data-independent performance: guarantees should be unaffected by arrival order, distribution
of values, or cardinality of observations
Data-independent setup : no a priori knowledge required about the dataser (size, range,
distribution, order)
Source: Zhang, Qi, and Wei Wang: A fast algorithm for approximate quantiles in high-speed data streams,
International Conference on Scientific and Statistical Database Management (SSDBM), 2007.
Update performance: O(log log N)

Online binning
Quantile summary split numeric inputs into 128 bins.
Quantile queries: Given a quantile, 𝜙, return the value whose rank is [𝜙*N].
t0

t1

t2

t3

t4

t5

t6

t7

t8

t9

t10

t11

t12

t13

t14

12

10

11

10

1

10

11

9

6

7

8

11

4

5

2

N = 15
1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 ,10 ,10 ,11 ,11 ,11 ,12
0.5 quantile: (0.5 * 16) -> returns element ranked in position 8
0.75 quantile: (0.75 * 16) -> returns element ranked in position 12

Adaptive boosting
Grow the tree greedily
The model starts with a single node (root node – depth 0)
without any initial splits.

Each node keeps: set of histograms, one for each
predictor, and ADWIN windows for gradient and Hessian.
When we have the first split, this node points to two
other nodes, the left and right.
For each new datapoint, update the data structures:
◦ compute G and H
◦ updating the set of histograms for each predictor.

Check if we can split the root node

Adaptive boosting

−

σ 𝐺ҧ
σ𝐻 +𝜆

Where n is the number of
datapoints, and R is the
maximum value of the gain
(equal to n in the case of
classification problems).
When ϵ is smaller than the
gain, the split is accepted.

Concept Drift Detection
For each datapoint the gradient (ෝ
𝑦𝑖− 𝑦𝑖 ) is calculated and stored in the ADWIN (ADaptive sliding
WINdow) window.

The ADWIN window contains gradient values of the recent classified datapoints.
An older fragment of the window is dropped iff its average value differs from the rest of the
window.
ADWIN window a “performance tracker” of each node.
If the error of the node increases, the window shrinks, and influences the calculation of the gain
of the node.
If the gain is less than 𝛾 (complexity threshold), we prune the tree.

Mean Decrease Impurity (MDI) – A variable associated with a
large decrease in impurity is most influential
At each split in each decision tree, compute the improvement
in the split-criterion (e.g., MSE for regression), averages
across all the trees that the variable is used. The variables
with the largest average decreases in MSE are considered
most important

Explain
predictions of
tree ensembles

Mean Decrease Accuracy (MDA): An influential variable will
cause a large decrease in prediction accuracy, while a noninfluential variable would not significantly change the
performance of the ensemble.
The importance of a predictor is represented by the average
increase in prediction error when a given predictor is
shuffled.

Simulation
User

Propositions {P1,…P10}
Offer 3 propositions to each
customer
◦ Choose randomly
◦ Choose recommended by the
model
◦ 𝜖 recommended and (1-𝜀)
random

Get reward: 1 if user accepted
the proposition, 0 otherwise
Acceptance rate over time

1

Accept Age Income

P10

2
3

P9

4

P9,P10

5

76

NumX EyeColor

Occupation

24269.3

71 Aquamarine

Catering manager

58 14256.68

49 LightYellow

Special educational needs teacher

41 Aqua

Special educational needs teacher

60 57728.13

31 Sienna

Web designer

28 10081.76

53 WhiteSmoke

Clinical psychologist

64430.63

6

P9,P10

73 38385.64

37

Careers adviser

7

P10

59 30219.01

43 Aquamarine

Solicitor, Scotland

19 5767.261

68 Orange

Medical sales representative

8
9

P6,P9

29 21094.34

40 WhiteSmoke

Surgeon

10

P10

17 6325.528

31 DeepPink

Advertising account planner

11

57 23529.29

25 DeepPink

Surgeon

12

42 19721.15

Orange

13

36 1766.093

42 Sienna

Web designer

59 Sienna

Scientist, audiological

71 WhiteSmoke

Structural engineer

14

P4,P9

58

19580.9

15

P10

30 18231.26

Systems analyst

… (100k rows)

Success/acceptance rate over time
Greedy boosted trees
Random

Probability matching sampling

5% random

The Exploitation/Exploration Tradeoff
The multi-armed bandit (MAB) problem

An agent simultaneously attempts to
◦ acquire new knowledge (exploration), and
◦ optimize their decisions based on existing knowledge (exploitation)

Posterior sampling and
probability matching
(Thompson 1933)

In our domain – do we offer a proposition the model thinks is the best,
or do we try a new proposition with unknown acceptance rate?
K actions, success probabilities {𝜃1 , 𝜃2,…, 𝜃𝑛 }

Beta distribution
Interpolates the factorial function to noninteger values

f(n) = 1*2*…*n
f(1) = 1
f(x+1)=x*f(x)
f(x) is logarithmically convex

Γ 𝛼 + 1 = 𝛼Γ(𝛼)

The Exploitation/Exploration Tradeoff
Action

Total

Success/reward

1

1000

600

2

1000

400

3

3

1

How to project customer retention
https://faculty.wharton.upenn.edu/wpcontent/uploads/2012/04/Fader_hardie_jim_07.pdf

Churn prediction

Thompson sampling
https://web.stanford.edu/~bvr/pubs/TS_Tutorial.pdf

Action probability over time

Thompson sampling applications
Revenue management

Adobe, Amazon, Facebook, Google,

Marketing

LinkedIn, Microsoft, Netflix, Twitter

Web site optimization
Monte Carlo tree search
A/B testing

Internet advertising
Recommendation systems
Hyperparameter tuning
Arcade games

Generalized Thompson sampling

Online Shortest Path
An agent commutes from home to work every morning.
She would like to commute along the path that requires the
least average travel time
She is uncertain of the travel time along different routes
How can she learn efficiently and minimize the total travel
time over many trips?
Complex models for which exact Bayesian inference is computationally intractable
Approaches to approximate posterior sampling:
Gibbs sampling,
Langevin Monte Carlo,
sampling from a Laplace approximation,
bootstrap

Measuring
selection bias

Measuring
selection bias

Data type

Bias measure

Examples

Categorical

Rate ratio

Gender, ethnicity

Numeric

Gini coefficient

Age

Check that designed strategy complies with company policy and regulations
Does one of my offers discriminate in male vs female?
female
offered
not offered

𝑅𝑅𝑓𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑒 =
𝑅𝑅𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑒 =

500
500+20000

male
500

1,000

20,000

18,000

൘

1000
1000+18000

൘

1000
1000+18000

500
20000+500

=

=

0.024
0.052

0.66
0.47

= 0.46

= 2.16

Avoiding false alarms: confidence interval

(for the 95% confidence interval z= 1.96)

Gini coefficient
Gini=2×AUC−1

Data-driven marketing
Datasets from hell…
◦
◦
◦
◦

Unknown in advance
High dimensional (400+ features)
Mix of data types
Sparse (relatively high percentage of the variable's cells do not contain
actual data)
◦ Unbalanced (target variable has more observations in one specific class
than the others)

Models must be fast and memory efficient – work in real-time
Model must be adaptive
Decision must be interpretable / explainable
Probabilistic perspective

The End!
(not the end but a new beginning)

Thank you for
your attention!

Join us at Pega
https://www.pega.com/about/careers
/interns

Questions???

